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Mega Blaster Testimonials

“We used the Mega Blaster in our vineyard for the 2008/2009 season and were very satisfied with the 
results. We mounted it on a small trolley in view of moving it to different areas around the vineyard but 
found that this was not necessary.  We believe that the Mega Blaster protected the 30 Acre area that we 
have planted in grapes very well. Our neighbours have said that they were impressed with this device and 
noticed that their bird damage was minimal. We did not receive any complaints about noise during bird 
scarring time (which is a huge advantage and a lot less stressful). We have two hawks that reside around 
our vineyard. We were not sure how they would react to the Mega Blaster but believe now that they hear 
the distress calls and envisage the birds trapped in netting or the likes therefore providing them easy prey! 
As far as we’re concerned the Mega Blaster is the best way for us to protect our crop from the birds. We 
would have no hesitation to recommend this device to anyone.” 
  - SF (Marlborough)

“We have finished using the Mega Blaster in our vineyards now and are very pleased with the results.The 
unit was mounted on a trailer and shifted every couple of days to confuse the birds.  It was mostly used in 
areas we hadn’t had time to cover with nets. The 4 extra speakers and amplifier gave us maximum sound 
penetration.  There was very little bird damage within a 200 meter radius (12½ hectares) and it was sig-
nificantly reduced over a 250metre radius (20 hectares).We have used electronic bird repellers for many 
years with various degrees of success but had micro chips with harassment sounds which were annoy-
ing for neighbours.  The customised micro chips programmed to suit our bird species, were much more 
successful.I would have no hesitation in recommending this electronic equipment as an important tool in 
bird control. 
  - HS (Nelson).

Just a quick note to let you know that we were extremely happy with the results that we achieved from us-
ing the Mega Blaster this season. This was our first experience using this device and I was skeptical as to 
the claims of its efficacy. I was however pleasantly surprised by the results. It was very easy to set up and 
use, and the results were instantaneous. We had an area of approximately 18Ha (3 blocks) that was get-
ting damage from flocks of starlings and although we were protecting with mobile & stationary gas guns, 
we were struggling to protect this area as well as the rest of the vineyard. The day we turned the Mega 
Blaster on, the birds disappeared completely and it provided protection over 2 of the 3 blocks, approx 10-
12Ha. Needless to say this allowed us to concentrate on the rest of the vineyard and saved us a lot of time 
and expense in concentrating our efforts in one area. Like I said, I will be in touch early next season to talk 
over our requirements for bird scaring and will look at increasing our use of this device from the excellent 
results we achieved.
  - FG (Cheviot)


